Effects of Ti-doping amount and annealing temperature on electrochromic performance of sol–gel derived WO₃†
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Fine control of structural and morphological features in electrochromic materials is of paramount importance for realizing practical electrochromic devices (ECDs), which can dynamically adjust indoor light and temperature of buildings. To this end, herein we investigate impacts of two variants such as Ti-doping amount and the annealing temperature on physical and chemical properties of sol–gel derived electrochromic WO₃ films. We use a wide range of titanium coupling agents (TCAs) as Ti-dopants ranging from 0 wt% to 20 wt% and vary the annealing temperature between 200 °C and 400 °C with 50 °C interval. Both variants greatly influence the physical properties of the resulting WO₃ films, resulting in different crystallinities and morphologies. Through complementary analytical techniques, we find that the WO₃ film featuring an amorphous phase with nano-porous morphology enhances the electrochemical and electrochromic performances. The specific TCA used in this study helps stabilize the amorphous WO₃ structure and generate the nano-pores during the following thermal treatment via its thermal decomposition. As a result, the WO₃ film having an optimal 8 wt% TCA annealed at 300 °C shows a high optical density of 73.78% in visible light (400–780 nm), rapid switching speed (t₁ = 5.12 s and t₅ = 4.74 s), and high coloration efficiency of 52.58 cm²/C along with a superior cyclic stability. Thus, understanding a structure–property relationship is of paramount importance in engineering the advanced electrochromic WO₃ for use in practical ECDs and other optoelectronic applications.

1. Introduction

Electrochromism is a phenomenon in which optical characteristics such as transmittance and reflectivity are reversibly modulated by inducing an electrochemical reaction of a material through the application of an external potential or current. Electrochromic materials can be mainly divided into two categories depending on their color change mechanism: cathodically coloring materials that cause coloration during a reduction reaction and anodically coloring materials that induce coloration during an oxidation reaction. Among various electrochromic materials, inorganic metal oxides have received intense interest due to their high electrochemical and thermal stability. The transition metal oxides including tungsten, titanium, molybdenum, and niobium have been widely employed as cathodic electrochromic materials while nickel and iridium-based metal oxides have been extensively investigated as anodic counterparts. Tungsten oxide (WO₃) has been considered as one of the prototypical cathodic electrochromic materials owing to its highest coloration efficiency, lowest price, and chemical stability. The coloration process of WO₃ can be denoted as the reaction equation below.

\[
\text{WO}_3 \text{(transparent)} + x\text{M}^{+} + xe^- \rightarrow \text{M}_x\text{WO}_3 \text{(dark blue)} \quad (1)
\]

where M is an alkali ion such as H, Li, Na, or the like. When an external voltage is applied, electrons reduce some of W⁶⁺ to W⁵⁺ along with intercalation of alkali cations into WO₃ for charge balance, which changes its color from transparent to dark blue. On the reverse of applied voltage polarity, WO₃ returns to its original transparent state. It has been reported that the electrochromic characteristics of WO₃ were significantly affected by the crystal structure. In general, amorphous WO₃ exhibited faster response speed, higher efficiency, and superior reversibility than the crystalline WO₃ analogue due to the former’s more efficient diffusion of cations into loosely
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connected WO₃ lattices. Nevertheless, amorphous WO₃ rapidly lost its reversibility, raising the concerns about long-term stability. In contrast, crystalline WO₃ showed the superior stability, but its coloration efficiency was found to be very poor due to the very sluggish cation diffusion. Accordingly, the fine control over the crystallinity of electrochromic materials is of paramount importance to simultaneously improve the electrochromic properties and long-term stability. In this regard, various techniques have been attempted including sol–gel, sputtering, physical vapor deposition (PVD), chemical vapor deposition (CVD), and electrodeposition. Among them, the sol–gel method has been considered as one of most economical routes to deposit a uniform and large area electrochromic film. In addition, the sol–gel route can provide a fine control of the particle shape and size, easily produce hybrid materials in which complex inorganic and organic materials are mixed with low temperature treatment and short synthesis time, and it is easy to introduce various additives.

Doping has been extensively exploited to improve the electrochromic characteristics of the WO₃ film formed by the sol–gel method. Among various dopants, titanium (Ti) has been frequently used as dopant in WO₃ lattice. For example, K. Paipitak et al. doped WO₃ with Ti to increase the d-spacing of WO₃ and also decreased its crystallinity, thereby inducing the improvement of the reversibility as well as the electrochromic characteristics of WO₃. It is also well known that porous morphologies of the electrochromic materials could help improve the reaction rate and coloration efficiency by promoting electrolyte penetration and shortening the ion diffusion path within the host materials. Recently, we demonstrated that 8 wt% TCA (titanium coupling agent) doped WO₃ formed a porous WO₃ film via a decomposition of TCA under thermal treatment above at 250 °C. Moreover, we also found that TCA helped retard the crystallization of WO₃, thus enhancing diffusion of Li ions and electrons in the WO₃ lattice.

In this study, we aimed to further optimize the amount of TCA dopant by varying its concentration in a much wider range from 0 to 20 wt% and by more finely controlling thermal treatment temperatures between 200 and 400 °C at 50 °C intervals, and investigated their combined effects on the morphologies and crystallinities as well as the electrochromic properties of the resulting WO₃ films. It was found that the 8 wt% TCA-doped WO₃ annealed at 300 °C showed the best electrochromic performances with fast switching rates (coloring time of 5.12 s/bleaching time of 4.74 s), and a coloration efficiency of 52.58 cm² C⁻¹, along with a superior cyclic stability. These electrochromic results are well-correlated with its beneficial structural and morphological features induced by the optimal TCA concentration and thermal treatment, resulting in both almost balanced charge capacity and charge transfer kinetics during electrochemical reaction. The use of unoptimized TCA concentration and thermal treatment yielded the WO₃ films with inferior electrochromic performances. The WO₃ films having TCA less than the optimized concentration showed the less pore density with an increased tendency to be crystallized at higher annealing temperature, resulting in reduced charge capacity and charging rate. In contrast, the WO₃ films having TCA beyond the optimized concentration showed the comparable or even higher charge capacity compared with the optimized one, but never reached to the balanced charging rate, leading to poor cyclic stability. Thus, the present findings demonstrate a simple way in finely controlling physical and chemical properties of the sol–gel derived electrochromic WO₃ films via a judicious selection of dopant concentration and thermal treatment condition. More importantly, understanding a structure–property relationship of electrochromic materials is critical in advancing electrochromic technology toward real application.

2. Experimental section

2.1 Materials

Hydrogen peroxide (H₂O₂, 34.5%), glacial acetic acid (C₂H₄O₂, 99.75%) were purchased from Samcheon Chemical. Tungsten powder (monocrystalline, 0.6–1 μm) (W, 99.9%, 510106), lithium perchlorate battery grade, dry LiClO₄ (99.99%, 634565), propylene carbonate (C₃H₄O₃, 99.7% anhydrous) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Korea). Ethanol, absolute for analysis (C₂H₅OH, ACS, ISO, Reag. Ph Eur, 100983) was purchased from Merck (Germany). Tetraisopropyl-di(dioctylphosphate) titanate (KH-401) (C₄₈H₇₈O₁₀P₂Ti, 29310000) was purchased from TiLink (China). Fluorine doped tin oxide (FTO) glass was purchased from Pilkington (UK).

2.2 Synthesis of acetylated-peroxotungstic acid (A-PTA)

In a 1000 mL round bottom flask, 100 mL of 34.5 wt% hydrogen peroxide was mixed with 10 mL of de-ionized water and was cooled to 0 °C with stirring. After cooling, 16 g of tungsten metal powder (99.9%, Sigma-Aldrich) were added in a small portion by solid dispenser to keep the reaction temperature under 5 °C due to the exothermic reaction. The clear yellow solution was obtained after 24 h stirring. The mixture was filtered to eliminate any unreacted tungsten powder. The filtrates was mixed with 100 mL glacial acetic acid and heated at 55 °C for 12 h in a flask with a reflux condenser. After that, the solutions were turned to transparent. After removing the solvent by a rotary evaporator at 60 °C, a white solid was obtained. The 100 g of the product was dissolved 1000 mL of anhydrous ethanol and stirred at room temperature for 3 days and filtered again. In the end, the solvent was removed by rotary evaporation at 40 °C to yield A-PTA.

2.3 Deposition of WO₃ film

10 g of A-PTA was dissolved in 30 mL of anhydrous ethanol solvent and stirred for 1 h at room temperature. The solution was pale yellow solution, called as reference solution for WO₃ film. Titanate coupling agent (KH-401, TCA) was added to the reference solution at different ratios (0–20 wt%). The mixture was stirred for 2 h. The solution changed from pale yellow to orange color. The FTO substrates were cut into 2.5 cm × 2.5 cm size and cleaned by sonication in deionized water, ethanol and acetone, sequentially. The cleaned substrates were dried in a dry oven at 100 °C for 30 min. The TCA non-doped or doped WO₃...
precursor solutions were spin-coated on the cleaned FTO substrates at 2000 rpm for 30 s and subjected to predried at 100 °C for 30 min. Finally, the films were annealed at 200, 250, 300, 350 and 400 °C at the rate of 5 °C min⁻¹ for 1 h.

2.4 Characterization of the WO₃ films

The thickness and morphology of the WO₃ films were analyzed by scanning electron microscope (SEM, Hitachi, S-4800). The crystal structure was evaluated by X-ray diffraction (XRD, Rigaku Japan, D/MAX-2500 with a CuKα) radiation source, λ = 1.5406 Å, at 40 kV, 100 mA, 5° min⁻¹ of scan speed). The elemental composition of the WO₃ films were investigated by energy dispersive X-ray spectrometer (EDS, Bruker Quantax 200). Electrochemical properties were measured with a three-electrode electrochemical cell using Potentiostat (BioLogic, VSP). 1.0 M LiClO₄ in propylene carbonate was used as an electrolyte and as-deposited films on FTO, Ag/AgCl, and Pt wire were used as working, reference, and counter electrode, respectively. Cyclic voltammetry (CV) measurements were performed at various scan rate (10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 mV s⁻¹) and the voltage range was −1 V to 0.8 V. The optical properties of the WO₃ films were investigated by using a UV-vis spectrophotometer (Ocean Optics, DH-2000-BAL) while measuring 20 cycles of 0Ti-WO₃ film, which reveals SEM images of the 0Ti-WO₃-200 and 8Ti-WO₃, respectively. Pore formation in TCA-doped WO₃ films is closely related to the thermal decomposition of TCA around at 400 °C. When the annealing temperature raised to 300 °C, the pores were removed and the loosely-connected and bumpy-like surface was observed in all of WO₃ films containing more than 8 wt% TCA. At 350 °C annealing temperature, the 8 or 12Ti-WO₃-350 films clearly showed the small particles on the surfaces, indicating formation of crystalline WO₃ nanoparticles, which were absent when TCA was increased over 12 wt%. The size of crystalline WO₃ nanoparticles was enlarged at 400 °C annealing temperature.

3. Results and discussion

To investigate the effects of added amounts of TCA and heat treatment temperature on the morphologies of the resultant WO₃ films, we performed scanning electron microscopy (SEM) measurements. The surfaces and cross-sectional SEM images of various WO₃ films are shown in Fig. 1 and S1 in ESI.† Hereinafter, the sample names are denoted like xTi-WO₃-y where x refers to the weight percent of TCA added and y refers to the annealing temperature. For example, the 0Ti-WO₃-200 means the neat WO₃ film without TCA annealed at 200 °C. Fig. 1a shows SEM images of the 0Ti-WO₃-200 film, which reveals homogeneous and dense morphology with a thickness of 372 nm without any noticeable crystalline particles. This morphological feature remains almost unchanged up to 250 °C. As the annealing temperature increased above 250 °C, the gradual morphological changes in 0Ti-WO₃ films were observed. As shown in Fig. 1c, the 0Ti-WO₃-300 exhibits an appearance of sub-grains along with the amorphous phase. When the annealing temperature was further increased to 350 °C as shown in Fig. 1d, the 0Ti-WO₃-350 sample was transformed to crystalline phase with clear grain boundary. The sizes of grains increase as the temperature increases. These results are in line with our previous finding that the neat WO₃ underwent the gradual transformation from amorphous to crystalline phase as the annealing temperature increased. The addition of different amounts of TCA markedly influenced the morphologies of the resulting WO₃ films. The 4Ti-WO₃ shows almost similar behaviors to those of 0Ti-WO₃ in all investigated annealing temperatures as shown in Fig. S1† (see the top low) except for the slight increase for initiating the crystallization of WO₃ above 300 °C and generation of porous structure at higher temperature. As the amounts of TCA dopants increased above 8 wt%, we clearly noticed the formation of porous morphologies in WO₃ films in particular at 250 °C annealing temperature, where the size and distribution of the pore increased as the amounts of TCA increased (see Fig. 1 and S1†). This porous network promotes ion migration during electrochemical reaction, thereby improving the electrochromic properties of the WO₃ films. Pore formation in TCA-doped WO₃ films closely related with the thermal decomposition of TCA around at 260 °C. When the annealing temperature raised to 300 °C, pores were removed and the loosely-connected and bumpy-like surface was observed in all of WO₃ films containing more than 8 wt% TCA. At 350 °C annealing temperature, the 8 or 12Ti-WO₃-350 films clearly showed the small particles on the surfaces, indicating formation of crystalline WO₃ nanoparticles, which were absent when TCA was increased over 12 wt%. The size of crystalline WO₃ nanoparticles was enlarged at 400 °C annealing temperature.

This result indicates the beneficial effect of Ti-doping in inhibiting the crystallization of WO₃. However, adding excess Ti-dopant caused the adverse impact on the WO₃ morphology such as cracks observed in xTi-WO₃ (x ≥ 12) when subjected to thermal treatment above...
350 °C. Hence, fine controls of Ti-dopant amounts and the thermal treatment condition are very critical in generating desired electrochromic films via sol–gel route.

To investigate the effects of TCA amounts and annealing temperatures on the crystalline properties of the WO$_3$ films, X-ray diffraction (XRD) analyses were performed. Fig. 2 displays the XRD patterns of various WO$_3$ films annealed at 200, 300 and 400 °C, while the others are shown in Fig. S2.† As shown in Fig. 2 and S2,† the 0Ti-WO$_3$ films remain as amorphous phase up to 250 °C without any discernible diffraction peaks except for peaks from FTO substrate. Upon further increase of annealing temperature to 300 °C, the 0Ti-WO$_3$ was crystallized with the clearly observable diffraction peaks at $2\theta = 23.1^\circ$, 23.58$^\circ$, and 24.32$^\circ$, which could be indexed as (002), (020), and (200) plane of monoclinic WO$_3$ (JCPDS no. 83-0950). The intensities of these peaks increase with the annealing temperature. Interestingly, Ti species were only observed above 16 wt% TCA. These results can be ascribed to the preferential migration of P species containing in TCA to the surface of the WO$_3$ film during the annealing process, which obscured the detection of Ti species. That is, the Ti species would be mainly located in the bulk WO$_3$. This result is consistent with our previous report.²⁵

To understand how the changes of morphological and crystalline properties of different WO$_3$ films induced by TCA amounts and the annealing temperature affect their electrochemical performances, CV measurements were conducted at a scan rate of 10 mV s$^{-1}$ in a voltage range of −1.0 to 0.8 V. While the representative cyclic voltammograms of WO$_3$ films annealed at different temperatures are shown in Fig. S4,† the extracted charge densities and their ratios are presented in Fig. 3. All WO$_3$ films show the good charge density ratios between 0.90 and 0.984. However, the absolute charge densities and their variations are significantly influenced depending on TCA amounts and annealing temperatures. The 0Ti-WO$_3$ films show the charge density values between 7.45 and 20.86 mC cm$^{-2}$, which are significantly lower compared with other TCA-doped WO$_3$ films, indicating the poor electrochemical activities of neat WO$_3$ films. With addition of TCA additives, all WO$_3$ films reach the highest charge density values between 300 and 350 °C annealing temperature. Among WO$_3$ films, the 8Ti-WO$_3$

These results reinforce our previous finding that Ti-doping effectively retarded the crystallization of WO$_3$ frameworks.²⁵ To understand the compositional variation of the WO$_3$ films with TCA amounts, EDS analyses for xTi-WO$_3-300$ samples were conducted considering that the thermal decomposition temperature of TCA is about 260 °C. As shown in Fig. S3,† the atomic ratio of P to W linearly increased as the TCA amount.

Fig. 2 XRD patterns of neat and respective TCA doped WO$_3$ films annealed at (a) 200, (b) 300, and (c) 400 °C. (The light blue and grey circles refer to monoclinic WO$_3$ and FTO substrate, respectively.)
300 has the highest inserted \(q_{\text{in}}\) and extracted \(q_{\text{out}}\) charge density value of 46.7 and 45.1 mC cm\(^{-2}\).

At the same annealing temperature of 300 °C, further increases in the amount of TCA above 8 wt% led to partial loss in the charge density to around 40 mC cm\(^{-2}\). For the 4Ti-WO\(_3\) and 8Ti-WO\(_3\) films, the annealing temperature above 300 °C resulted in the rapid decrease in the charge density, which might be associated with the partial crystallization of WO\(_3\) (see Fig. 2 and S2†). Although the WO\(_3\) films remained as amorphous phases beyond 8 wt% TCA at all invested annealing temperature as mentioned previously, the charge density values at 400 °C annealing temperature increased. This probably originated from the cracks formed at this temperature (see Fig. S1†).

To gain more insights on the different electrochemical behaviors of various WO\(_3\) films, we calculated the diffusion coefficient values during insertion and extraction processes. Anodic and cathodic peak current density \(j_{\text{pa}}\) and \(j_{\text{pc}}\) show a linear dependence on the square root of the scan rate \(v^{1/2}\) as shown in Fig. S5,† indicating that the insertion and extraction of lithium ion in and out of the WO\(_3\) films is controlled by infinite diffusion process according to Randles–Sevcik equation.\(^{49}\)

\[
i_p = 2.69 \times 10^5 C_0 D^{1/2} n^{3/2} v^{1/2}
\]

where \(D\) is the diffusion coefficient \((\text{cm}^2\ s^{-1})\), \(C_0\) is the concentration of the active ion \((\text{mol cm}^{-3})\), \(v\) is the voltage.

Fig. 3  Calculated charge densities during insertion \(q_{\text{in}}\) and extraction \(q_{\text{out}}\) as well as charge density ratio (i.e. \(q_{\text{out}}/q_{\text{in}}\)) for (a) 0Ti-WO\(_3\), (b) 4Ti-WO\(_3\), (c) 8Ti-WO\(_3\), (d) 12Ti-WO\(_3\), (e) 16Ti-WO\(_3\), and (f) 20Ti-WO\(_3\), respectively.
sweep rate (V s⁻¹), \( n \) is the number of electrons transferred (\( n = 1 \)), \( i_p \) is the peak current density (A cm⁻²). The calculated diffusion coefficient values are depicted in Fig. S6.† The overall trends of diffusion coefficients in various WO₃ films follows the similar behaviors observed in their charge density values. Again, the 8Ti-WO₃-300 has the highest diffusion coefficient values of 2.62 × 10⁻¹⁵ and 1.76 × 10⁻¹⁵ cm² s⁻¹ for insertion (\( D_i \)) and extraction (\( D_{out} \)) processes, respectively, which is almost one order magnitude larger than those for the 0Ti-WO₃-300. Interestingly, all WO₃ films showed relatively lower \( D_{out} \) values than \( D_i \) ones, suggesting the presence of some trapping sites to impede the extraction of inserted lithium ions.⁹ These results would affect the switching rates of the WO₃ films.

Then, we investigated how the electrochemical properties of the WO₃ films were reflected in their electrochromic performances. To this end, the in situ transmittance variations of the WO₃ films were monitored while recording CV measurements at a scan rate of 50 mV s⁻¹ in a voltage range of −1.0 to 0.8 V. The Fig. 4 shows the results measured during the bleaching processes after the xTi-WO₃-300 films were colored at −1.0 V. The results for the WO₃ films annealed at different temperatures are shown in Fig. S7–S10.† We also presented the UV-vis spectra of the WO₃ films measured before any external voltages were applied (called as pristine state), which were shown in Fig. S11.† All of the TCA doped WO₃ films at their pristine states have a lower transmittance value between 400 and 700 nm compared with that of the non-doped WO₃ films, in particular when annealed below at 300 °C, presumably due to the pink-colored TCA dopants. Increasing the annealing temperature above 300 °C greatly enhances the transmittance in this region, supporting the thermal decomposition of TCA dopants.

As shown in Fig. 4a, the 0Ti-WO₃ shows the comparable transmittance variation during coloring process with 72.68 and 83.7% of \( \Delta T(\tau_p - \tau_c) \) at 550 and 800 nm in which \( \tau_p \) and \( \tau_c \) refer to the transmittance value at the pristine and colored state with those of TCA doped WO₃ films. However, it exhibits the poorest reversibility with only 7.54 and 4.7% of \( \Delta T(\tau_p - \tau_c) \) at the identical wavelengths (\( \tau_p \) denotes the transmittance value at the bleached state), suggesting that a significant amounts of inserted charges were trapped in WO₃ matrix or the sluggish reaction kinetic of lithium diffusion inhibited the full extraction of inserted ions (five time faster scan rate of 50 mV s⁻¹ was used for in situ transmittance measurement compared to 10 mV s⁻¹ used in CV measurements, see Fig. 3). The addition of TCA greatly improved the optical reversibility of the WO₃ films. The WO₃ films having more than 8 wt% TCA fully recover their original transmittance values during the bleaching process. More importantly, the 8Ti-WO₃-300 already reached its pristine state even at +0.2 V, which is significantly lower than the applied voltage of +0.8 V required in the WO₃ films having the larger amount of TCA. This result originates from the highest diffusion coefficient of the 8Ti-WO₃-300 (see Fig. S6†). Increasing the annealing temperature above 300 °C deteriorates the performance of the 8Ti-WO₃-300 as shown in Fig. S9 and S10,† which might be associated with the crystallization-induced decrease of diffusion coefficient. In contrast, the WO₃ films having TCA dopants more than 8 wt% still show reasonable optical variation and reversibility even at higher annealing temperatures. These results can be ascribed to the reduced crystallization and the increased crack formation, simultaneously promoting the charge transfer and electrolyte infiltration.

The coloration and bleaching speed of WO₃ films also showed different dependence on the morphological and structural properties of the WO₃ films. The switching times that can be defined as the times required to reach 90% of the maximum transmittance change, were investigated by monitoring the in

![Fig. 4](image-url)  In situ UV-visible transmittance variations during bleaching processes of xTi-WO₃-300 after fully colored at −1.0 V for (a) 0Ti-WO₃-300, (b) 4Ti-WO₃-300, (c) 8Ti-WO₃-300, (d) 12Ti-WO₃-300, (e) 16Ti-WO₃-300, and (f) 20Ti-WO₃-300, respectively.
situ transmittance modulation at 550 nm under the potential range between −1.0 and 0.8 V for 60 s interval with chronoamperometry (CA). The resulting transmittance variations at 550 nm were presented in Fig. S12† and the calculated switching times are shown in Fig. 5.

Both coloring ($t_c$) and bleaching ($t_b$) times of the 8Ti-WO$_3$-300 rapidly decrease as the annealing temperatures increase from 200 to 300 °C, with an almost identical $t_c$ and $t_b$ value of 5.12 and 4.87 s at 300 °C, respectively. At 400 °C annealing temperature, the bleaching time of the 8Ti-WO$_3$ quickly increases to 20.9 s while its coloring time slightly increases to 7.73 s. According to these kinetic features, it can be understood why the 8Ti-WO$_3$-300 had the largest optical modulation and reversibility, and increasing temperature above 300 °C deteriorated the electrochromic performances of the 8Ti-WO$_3$. Again, this is due to the most favorable morphological and structural properties of the 8Ti-WO$_3$-300. Interestingly, except for the 8Ti-WO$_3$-300, the addition of TCA more than 16 wt% led to better performance than the 8Ti-WO$_3$ at all annealing temperature. As mentioned previously (see Fig. 1 and S1†), the degrees of pore formation linearly increased with TCA amounts with annealing temperatures up to 300 °C, which improving the switching kinetics of the 16 and 20Ti-WO$_3$ films. The better switching kinetics of 16 and 20Ti-WO$_3$ films at higher annealing temperature than 300 °C relative to those of the 8Ti-WO$_3$ might be related with the crack formation of the formers. Another important criterion used to determine electrochromic characteristics is coloration efficiency (CE). CE is defined as the change in optical density ($\Delta OD$) measured at the wavelength $\lambda$ per unit of charge ($\Delta Q$) inserted into (or extracted from) the electrochromic layers and can be calculated using the following equations,$^3$

$$ CE(\lambda) = \frac{\Delta OD}{\Delta Q} $$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

$$ \Delta OD(\lambda) = \log \frac{T_b}{T_c} $$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

Fig. S13† shows the curves of OD at a wavelength of 550 nm as a function of intercalation charge density under a potential of −1.0 and 0.8 V. The CE can be calculated from the slope of the linear region of the curves. The extracted CE values are depicted in Fig. 5 (black lines). The 8Ti-WO$_3$ films show a clear
correlation of CE with the switching time, having the largest CE of 52.58 cm² C⁻¹ at 300 °C.

Long-term stability is another critical factor in determining practical application of electrochromic materials. Considering the previous results, we decided to monitor the coloration–bleaching cycles of the 8Ti-, 16Ti- and 20Ti-WO₃-films at 550 nm among various WO₃ films by applying a voltage window switched between −1.0 and 0.8 V with one cycle duty of 60 s. While the results for the 8Ti-, 16Ti- and 20Ti-WO₃-300 films were depicted in Fig. 6, the others annealed at different temperatures were shown in Fig. S14.† Fig. 6 shows excellent cycle stability of 8Ti-WO₃ at 100 cycles at 300 °C. Among the 8Ti-, 16Ti- and 20Ti-WO₃-films, the 8Ti-WO₃-300 showed the best performance both in optical density variation and cyclic stability, which could be originated from the optimized structural/morphological properties as well as the balanced charge transfer kinetic features. The further increase of the annealing temperature to 400 °C greatly deteriorated the performance of the corresponding 8Ti-WO₃-400 (see Fig. S14†) due to its partial transformation to crystalline phase.

4. Conclusion

The present work presents how the amounts of Ti-dopants and annealing temperature variation affect structural and morphological properties of sol–gel derived electrochromic WO₃ films. Through complementary characterization techniques, both parameters are critical in controlling physical and chemical properties of WO₃ films. For TCA as Ti-dopant, we find that the Ti-dopant acts as a crystallization inhibitor of WO₃ framework and also induces the formation of pores via its thermal decomposition during the subsequent annealing procedure. In the investigated ranges of TCA amounts ranging from 0 wt% to 20 wt%, we demonstrate that the 8 wt% TCA is an optimal amount, yielding amorphous WO₃ films with smooth and nanoporous morphologies under suitable annealing conditions. According to the thermal decomposition temperature of TCA around at 260 °C, the annealing temperature also influences the physical properties of the resulting WO₃ films. All of the WO₃ films show the smooth and compact morphology at 200 °C annealing temperature regardless of TCA amounts, leading to inferior electrochemical performance. The annealing temperature between 250 and 300 °C induces the TCA decomposition, forming a porous structure with a linearly increases in density with the amount of TCA. Moreover, while the neat WO₃ is crystallized at 250 °C, the addition of TCA inhibits the crystallization of WO₃ with incremental increase of its crystallization temperature. Combining all results, the 8Ti-WO₃-300 with optimized structural and morphological features shows a highest charge density and fastest charge transfer kinetics, resulting in outstanding electrochromic performances such as large optical density of 73.78% in the visible light (400–780 nm), rapid switching speed ($t_c = 5.12$ s and $t_b = 4.74$ s), and high coloration efficiency of 52.58 cm² C⁻¹. In addition, the 8Ti-WO₃-300 exhibits the superior cyclic performance, highlighting the importance in finely controlling the structural and morphological features of electrochromic WO₃ via a simple additive engineering and thermal treatment condition. Hence, the present work would offer more opportunities towards engineered electrochromic materials for use in optoelectronic devices and beyond.
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